WHAT'S INSIDE PRINTERS MATTERS
GET TRANSFORMATIVE TRAITS EXCLUSIVE TO ZEBRA LINK-OS PRINTERS:

MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Effortlessly add and control large volumes of Link-OS printers from anywhere.
- Implement large-scale deployments
- Identify Link-OS printers on networks
- Push out new configurations and security protocols
- Quickly troubleshoot remotely

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
Elevate printer performance so man and machine can work at their peak.
- Slash training time and workloads with a common, customizable user experience
- Instantly launch an app or web page
- Increase accuracy and speed of output
- Print more languages than ordinary printers

VISIBILITY TOOLS
Sense and analyze the status and health of Link-OS printers in real time to take decisive actions.
- Preempt problems by seeing which printers are in a warning or critical state
- Replace manual asset tracking spreadsheets
- Integrate with popular enterprise mobility management tools

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Integrate with what's now and what's next in technology with the greatest of ease.
- Connect directly and securely to the cloud
- Quickly install new printers into complex network and ERP environments
- Create native apps across multiple platforms

DISCOVER THE GENESIS FOR A SUPERIOR PRINTING EXPERIENCE
Contact your Zebra rep or visit www.zebra.com/PrintDNA
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